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I first came in contact with Sugden Audio, the company behind the Sugden A24SE Signature 
integrated amplifier, in 1969 when I was a sophomore at San Marcos Academy, a college prep, 
boarding, military and thankfully co-ed school in San Marcos, Texas. We had a new English teacher 
from England, and Texas was a huge culture shock for him. I remember he once ordered buttermilk 
at dinner instead of sweet milk since both were on the menu, and he assumed sweet milk would be 
chocolate milk. Well, he took one swallow and spit it out.  

Now you probably want to know what this has to do with audio. Trust me, I’m getting there. This guy 
was the youngest male teacher we had, and he would sometimes invite students over to his house to 
listen to music. He was proud of his system, and he should have been. He had a Sugden Audio amp, a 
pair of Wharfedale speakers and a Garrard turntable. He had bought it all with him from England, 
and we were very envious. 

I hadn’t thought much more about Sugden Audio, though until I began to hear the name again about 
20 years ago on audio forums. They were seldom mentioned, but when they were, it was always with 
glowing praise. 

Sugden History 

James Edward Sugden founded Sugden Audio in 1967. It was a division of Research Electronics, a 
company that manufactured scientific instruments and test equipment Sugden designed for 
universities. According to their website, the original A21 was the world’s first commercial production 
pure class A transistor amplifier. The amp was originally branded for Richard Allan, a local 
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loudspeaker company. The partnership was short lived and within a year the amplifier was renamed 
the SUGDEN A21.  

 

Description 

The modern A21SE Signature integrated amplifier is still a transistor, pure Class A amplifier. 
According to Sugden Audio, the SE Sig is a special edition that builds on the strengths of the classic 
A21. While it is a more modern class A single ended amp, the sound remains distinctively ‘Sugden’. 
Upgraded with a fifty percent larger power supply and increased power output, the dynamics are 
even more impressive. A sophisticated pre-amplifier stage is another improvement on the A21SE. 

The A21SE Sig has five line-level inputs operated by relays. It has one preamp output and one fixed 
tape out. It also has high-quality RCA inputs and a five-way binding post. Both channels have their 
own transformer windings and relay-switched source selection. 
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The Review System 

I got this amp a few months ago when I was looking for several amps at different price points to use 
for my review of the DeVore gibbon Super Nines, which you can read here. For this review, I have 
now used this amp with three U.S. speakers, the Audience ClairAudient 1+1 V3s, the DeVore gibbon 
Super Nines, and the Teresonic Ingeniums. I’ve also used it with one British speaker, the NEAT 
Acoustics Iota Xplorer. The source was my AMG V12 turntable with an AMG 12JT Turbo Tonearm 
and the DS Audio Master 1 Optical Cartridge System. 

Listening 

Have you ever wondered why I use “Listening” as the heading for this part of my reviews? It’s 
because I’m not only interested in how my system sounds, but also in how it makes me feel, or 
maybe I should say if it makes me feel. With the A21SE Signature, the amp is more about the feelings 
than about the sound. Now don’t be mistaken, it sounds really good. More importantly, though, 
music was more emotionally involving with the A21SE Signature in my system than with any of the 
four speakers listed above.  

Honestly, the Sugden A21 SE doesn’t sound much like most audiophile amplifiers. The sound is all 
about hearing the textures and the harmonics of the music. It’s about hearing the decay of the notes 
from instruments. It’s about how the music blooms and experiencing the sound like real music and 
how it makes me feel. It’s about experiencing music in a way that transcends the electronics that are 
reproducing it. 

Spinning Tunes 
Soul Journey                                                                                                 At 

shows and in my own system I’ve been on a kick of evaluating systems 

with Gillian Welch’s album Soul Journey, which was recently released 

on vinyl. Her voice was full of emotion with the A21SE Signature in my 

system as was David Rawlings’ guitar. The timbre of the guitar was 

beautiful and the textures of the music were easily heard.                                                                                   

With the Sugden A21SE in my system, this album and others had an 

organic sound and great musical flow. The presentation was relaxed 

but still emotionally involving. The music had a rather liquid shimmer 

that highlighted detail. I could and did listen to music for hours with 

this amp. 

Elvis Is Back 

Elvis’ version of Fever is on this LP. With the A21SE Signature, 
nuances took on a lifelike quality. I could hear layers of decay. I 
could also tell that the recording was made in a small studio. At 
audio shows a few years ago this LP was popular for showing off 
the bass slam of big speakers. With this amp, it was not speaker 
slam I heard but musical bass with air and space around and 
within the instruments.  
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Ella and Louis 

This is one of the greatest recordings of all time. If you don’t 
believe there is spatial and staging information on mono 
recordings just listen to this LP. On track 2, “Isn’t This a Lovely 
Day,” the A21SE Signature let me hear the beauty and lushness 
of Ella and the gravely power of Louie Armstrong. The voices are 
really lifelike, but the horn was a little too polite. I don’t want to 
overstate the case because I ended up listening to the whole 
album. 

 

Final Thoughts 

No amp is perfect and neither is the Sugden A21SE Signature. In my opinion, though, it’s as perfect as 
you are going to get for less than $7,500. My reference LTA MZ3 preamp and First Watt SIT 3 amp 
beat the A21SE Signature at its own game, but hold on just a minute. Using both a preamp and an 
amp means that I have to add another Audience powerChord and Au24SX interconnects, which then 
means that my reference costs three times as much as the A21SE Signature.  

Let me close by saying that if you love to experience the emotions of music, you will love this amp! 

 


